The new wireless intrusion control panel by Inim is Sol. Getting the Sol up and running is incredibly quick and easy thanks to a simplified installation procedure.

Integrated QuickGO technology: the InimTech Security App allows quick programming of wireless devices and allows you to get small installations running in record time. The Sol is also connected to the Inim Cloud and offers installers and users full information and easy commands which can be activated by a single touch. It is sufficient to install just one LAN, WiFi or GSM module in order to have access to the full potential of the Inim Cloud - users and installers will see instantly the completeness and ease of use of information and commands accessed through the App and the web pages of Cloud.

Contact:

Inim Electronics S.r.l.
Ms. Baldovino Ruggieri
Via dei Lavoratori 10
63076 Monteprandone (AP)
Italy
Fon: 390735705007
Fax: 390735704912
E-Mail: info@inim.biz
The company presents an Eco HD analogue monitor.

- FULL HD Resolution
- Narrow Bezel Design
- 5MP TVI, 5MP AHD, 4MP CVI Support
- 1xHDMI, 2x BNC IN, 2x BNC OUT,
- TVI/CVI/AHD/CVBS auto recognize
- 24x7 design
- CE, FCC, Rohs, ETL

Contact:
Shenzhen Disida Electron Co., LTD
Mr. Bruce Jia
Seat 5, Zone 2 Fuqiao Industrial Park, Fuyong Town, Baoan District, 518101 Shenzhen,
Peoples Rep. of China
Fon: +8675527516919
Fax: +8675527516919
E-Mail: sale1@disida-lcd.com
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VdS certified sealed lead acid batteries / Genesis NP series

EnerSys sealed and maintenance free lead acid batteries provide the highest reliability for all VdS relevant applications.

Contact:
accu-profi Solution GmbH & Co. KG
Herr Ralf Lehnen
An der Loher Mühle 25
32545 Bad Oeynhausen
Germany
Fon: +4957318665550
Fax: +491757076086
E-Mail: ralf.lehnen@accu-profi.de
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PERIDECT+ detects an intruder directly on the boundary of the protected area and gains sufficient time for the security operator for an effective reaction. It brings lower risk and higher prevention of larger damage than intrusion detection inside the protected site. Peridect+ can be installed on all common types of fencing but also on non-standard fencing like metal plates and welded decorative fences.

Contact:
Sieza s.r.o.
Mr. Daniel Ngo
Bustehradská 109
272 03 Kladno
Czech Republic
Fon: +420 778 701 382
E-Mail: daniel.ngo@sieza.com
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Eco HD analogue monitor

The company presents an Eco HD analogue monitor.

- FULL HD Resolution
- Narrow Bezel Design
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- 24x7 design
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PERIDECT+ detects an intruder directly on the boundary of the protected area and gains sufficient time for the security operator for an effective reaction. It brings lower risk and higher prevention of larger damage than intrusion detection inside the protected site. Peridect+ can be installed on all common types of fencing but also on non-standard fencing like metal plates and welded decorative fences.

Contact:
Sieza s.r.o.
Mr. Daniel Ngo
Bustehradska 109
272 03 Kladno
Czech Republic
Fon: +420778701382
E-Mail: daniel.ngo@sieza.com
SPC Intruder Detection

SPC protects businesses, properties, and assets. It is an intrusion detection system that offers versatile and comprehensive alarm management functionality. Through the use of cloud services, end-user apps and a dedicated software suite, SPC is at the forefront of modern intrusion detection.

SPC is a professional security solution that provides an infrastructure that can easily be adapted to changing requirements, offering wired or wireless options.

- Range of panels to suit customers needs and budget
- Intuitive web interface layout reducing navigation effort
- Scalable up to 2,500 users, 512 zones
- Built in door control – up to 2,500 users and 64 doors
- One of the most approved panels in Europe

SPC provides a simple and quick installation for small systems and also has the power and features to allow you to deliver on complex installations.

Contact:
Vanderbilt International Ltd
Herr Andreas Straubinger
Am Sandfeld 9
76149 Karlsruhe
Germany
Fon: 49 721 9588138
E-Mail: samlord@vanderbiltindustries.com
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